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Packard Lab Pipi Co ackar aboratory Fiping * 

is Oxwelded poem | 1S xw eiaded i | 
: —— XWELDING was selected as the means of installing the | 43 ~ ; 

piping system of the James Ward Packard Laboratory —— 
because of its many advantages over other methods of pipe join- = 
ing. It lowered costs in every step of the installation. Design was ee 
simplified. Fittings were fabricated from standard pipe section. oO 
Weight was reduced. Insulation was facilitated and less time 
was required to complete the job. The piping system in this / 
building is permanent. Every joint is as strong, as tight, as leak- i / 
proof and as lasting as the pipe wall itself. 

The oxy-acetylene process of welding and cutting metals has 
many other interesting applications in the de- a 
sign, construction or fabrication of metal parts Coe 
or structures. Tomorrow’s engineers will be ex- it ee ———————— =a 
pected to know how to apply this modern H acse — | metal- working process. Several valuable and Vous” - #& a 
interesting technical booklets on design and 1 lec Fy 
applications are available. Write us if you are [faa Ua : ey 
interested. 3 aS so) 
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The use of Timken Tapered Roller Bearings is a basic 

principle in the design of all types of industrial machin- 

ery, and student engineers will find it well worth while 

to study their possibilities in conjunction with the 

modern anti-friction necessities which they are required 
to meet. 

Timken Bearings provide the highest possible degree of 

anti-friction efficiency... but more than that, they 

furnish complete protection against each and every type 

. of load which may be encountered—radial loads, thrust 

loads or both together in any combination. 

This all-load ability is found in the basic design of the 

Timken Bearing, through the exclusive combination of 

Timken tapered construction, Timken positively aligned 

rolls and Timken-made steel. 

In future years machine operating speeds will be higher, 

loads will be heavier and the necessity for accuracy even 

more exacting than it is now, but engineers who know 

their Timkens will be able to comply with all production 

demands at the lowest possible cost. The Timken Roller 

Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio. 
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tl KOEHRING A ne _# ee re 
ee Pavers, Mixers; Power Shovels, a = 2s 2 
i | Pull Shovels, Cranes, Dragliness |e ee sti (itstststi—<“‘—ti‘—sSsSsi‘( 
se Dumptors. ie ss -r 
i. | Excavators; Concrete Placing i 
ie al) Equipment; Cars, Buckets, : One of the largest county court houses in the United 

ad i Derricks. | 2 5 leti il e 
a T. L. SMITH States is nearing completion at Milwaukee, Wiscon- 

| Tilting and Non-tilting Mixers, sin. This new eight million dollar building of classical 

| Nt ee architecture takes an imposing position on its raised 
t : 
1 Trenchers, Backfillers. elevation. 

i p i “ H. & E. s General dimensions show a length of 450 feet, a width 

i “Hoists. Material Hievacors’ of 200 feet and a height of 200 feet. In the foundation, 

| Ditchers. 6,700 piles were sunk in order to provide a secure base 
| KWIK-MIX P 
i Mixers — Concrete, Plaster and for the heavy structure, There were 12,000 tons of 

i Mortar. steel used in the building and the limestone order, 

PON which was third largest placed in ‘the United States 

tr during 1929, amounted to 303,000 cubic feet. The six 
; ae son oat columns over the entrance are 7 ft. 6 in. in diameter 

or Ot at eset : 
atta i i oh and are 60 ft. high. 

“eo gb of Nt Ft Among the N. E. C. machines used on the Milwaukee 

RH awHe am at yeh County Court House was a large Smith Tilting Mixer ang 08" eae NN s iting 
° vt pe Pt on N of 2 yard capacity. With the famous Smith end-to- 

om en joao N center mixing action, the big tilter mixed 10,000 cubic 
“oe te) w ite yards of concrete—Smith-mixed concrete for per- 
Wee manence. 

National Equipment 
@ 

30th St. & Concordia Ave. 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Sheboygan County Discovers 

Some New Economies in Making 
* 

Concrete Pavement 
By GEorGE LANGLEY, JR. 

County Engineer, Sheboygan County 

I: was my good fortune during the past summer to have were used. Six bags of cement were used per batch. and 

field supervision of two paving projects constructed the average batch volume was 33.4 cu. ft. This increase in 

under the observation of, and subject to tests by the Divi- the size of the batch increased the production rate to a very 

sion of Management, U. $. Bureau of Roads, the object of noticeable extent. 

the observation and tests being the determination of the In planning work for the season of 1930 we expressed 

effect of the use in a 27-E mixer of various sized batches on to the Construction Engineer of the Highway Commission, 

the cost and quality of the concrete. While records quoted our desire to use a designed-mix, the coarse aggregate sepa- 

apply directly to only the 27-E paving mixer, I believe that, rated into three sizes and recombined into the batch; also, a 

in a general way, the results would be proportionately the desire to use a batch volume as large as the mixer would 

same with mixers of any size. handle or as large at least as the average of the previous 

Since the beginning of the working season of 1927, the season, 33.4 cu. ft. 

Sheboygan County Highway Commission, under the general A Designed Mix is Used 

supervision of the Wisconsin Highway Commission, has We were granted permission to use a designed-mix and 

built eighty miles of portland cement concrete highway the separated coarse aggregate. Considerable argument de- 

pavement. veloped, however, over the question of the size of the batch. 

Rive miles were built m 1927 using the Wisconsin High- Mixer manufacturers had an agreement limiting the size 

way Commission specifications 1:2:4 proportioning, with all GF the batch in the 27-E mixer to 27 cu. ft. with an over 

measurements by volume. No strength tests were taken, but 41, of 10%, or a maximum load capacity of 29.7 cu. ft. 

1.6 bbls. of cement were used per cu. yd. of concrete. . More or less authentic records were available from other 

. Twelve miles were built in 1928 using the same specifica- Jocalities which tended to show that overloading the mixer 

tons but with the sand measured by weight and corrected 5 detrimental to the concrete. Engineers for the manu- 

for moisture and bulking factor. The average compressive facturers argued that, even if the quality of the concrete 

strength as indicated by cores broken at six months of age produced with an overloaded mixer was satisfactory, the 

was 3960 Ibs. per sq. in. The cement content was 1.39 bbls. practice would not be economical because of the increased 

per cu. yd. of concrete, and the average batch volume was upkeep cost of the mixer 

202 sett, EE In opposition to these arguments were the records of our 

Thirty miles were built in 1929 using a designed-mix n opposition se ane . 

snecificati Fi a work of 1929. Strength test records even with the batch 

spect MODs ring an coarse aggregate wee peared by size of 33.4 cu. ft. were satisfactory on a basis of comparison 

weight, but without separating and recombining the coarse with results on work of a like type and the normal mix 

ageregate, “Test beams were fabricated and gave ah averite volume of about 28 cu. ft. We also contended that there 

modulus of rupture at 28 days of 665 Ibs. per sq. in. Cores oe, 4 

bi : would be a pronounced saving in the cost per sq. yd. with 

roken at an age of six months showed an average compres- 
4 : the use of the larger batches. 

sive strength of 4250 Ibs. per sq. in. The cement content 
was 1.24 bbls. per cu. yd. of concrete. As a result of these arguments, we were finally ae 

On the work of that season, two 27-E Koehring mixers Permission to award contracts on two projects, one eleven 

— 
miles long, and the other twelve miles long, with special 

*This paper was presente? at the convention of the Engineering provisions specifying the use of 27, 30, 33, and 35 cu. ft. 

porters of Open ge Senay 19, 1931, and will appear in 1¢-hes on each project. We invited the co-operation of the
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Division of Management, U. §. Bureau of Roads, and it these companies went to considerable trouble and expense was finally agreed that the projects should be Operated as a so that the tests might be as perfect and complete as : test of the quality of the concrete produced from the various _ possible. 
different sized batches and the economic value of each, the Another complete set of tests was taken with each of the Division of Management to make the necessary tests and new mixers, that is, ten tests were taken and one mile of cost computations. Unit prices were requested on each road was built with each batch size. batch size, and on the twelve mile project the contract was Time of Mixing is Studied awarded with the following prices per sq. yd. of pavement After these batch size tests were complete, one of these exclusive of cement: mixers was used for a study of the effect of time of mix on 

27 Cu. ft. batch — $1.07 per sq. yd. the concrete produced to test all four batch sizes in reference 30 Cu. ft. batch — 0.99 per sq. yd. to time of mix, but ten tests were taken on a 30 cu. ft. 33 Cu. ft. batch— 0.97 per sq. yd. batch with the meter set at 50 seconds, ten tests at 60 . 35 Cu. ft. batch — 0.98 per sq. yd. seconds, and ten tests at 80 seconds. The same number and Prices on the eleven mile project were as follows: : 27 Cu. ft. batch — $0.97 per sq. yd. type of tests were taken using a 33 cu. ft. batch. The other 
30 Cu. ft. batch — 0.95 per sq. yd. mixer was used on the balance of the project to which it, 33 Cu. ft. batch— 0.93 per sq. yd. had been assigned, in the study of a so-called consistency 35_Cu. ft. batch— 0.93 per sq. yd. indicator. 

Concrete is Tested . . General results of tests taken during the season of 1930 Each contractor was equipped with a 1927 model, 27-E were very satisfactory. The twenty-eight day average modu- Kochring Paver. Each batch size was used on each projec: lus of rupture of beams was 851 Ibs. per sq. in. The cores, in the construction of one mile of pavement. In taking reported to date, broken at an age of six months, show an tests, three collapsible steel beam moulds six inches by eight average compressive strength of 5420 Ibs. per sq. in. This inches by forty-two inches in length were so placed on the is an increase of 50% in compressive strength 1928 to 1930, subgrade as to obtain a sample of the middle and each end and 30% in flexural strength 1929 to 1930. The cement of the batch. Metal containers capable of holding sufficient content per cu. yd. was reduced 10% 1928 to 1930. This concrete to permit the fabricating of one 6x12 inch cylinder, pronounced increase in strength and decrease in cement and a 25 lb. sample were placed at each corner of the batch content was, of course, due to closer control of the propor- and a container holding sufficient concrete for two 6x12 tioning of the materials and the separation and recombining inch cylinders and a 25 Ib. sample was placed in the of the coarse aggregate which, with the resultant uniformity, center of the batch made this control possible. 
After placing these beam forms and containers on the Records of the tests of batches of the various different subgrade, the batch was spread over them exactly as all cubical content used were as follows: batches were spread. The forms and containers, full of BATCH-SIZE TESTS concrete, were then removed from the subgrade. The beams 28 Day Cromprns 28-Day BEAMS were finished off and laid aside to be transported to the Batch No. of Pounds No. of Pounds ‘ > A . Cu. Ft. Breaks Per Sq. In. Breaks Per Sq. In. 

curing yard at Sheboygan. The cylinders were fabricated 07 120 3513 120 868 with concrete from the containers. Beams and cylinders 30 120 3599 120 881 were carefully marked as to location in the batch and on 33 120 3641 120 886 the project. The samples were then analyzed to determine 35 120 3665 120 883 the proportions of coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, cement MIXING-TIME TESTS 5 ‘ 
28-Day CyLinpERs 28-Day BEAMS 

and water in each part of each batch sampled. Ten tests Size of Pounds per Sq. Inch Pounds per Sq. Inch were made of each batch size. Batch 80-Sec. 60-Sec. 50-Sec. 80-Sec. 60-Sec.  50-Sec. The beams were cured in Sheboygan under as nearly as ae 3849 3835 3857 818 845 841 possible even temperature and moisture conditions. One 33 3761 3837 3855 836 839 835 break was made on each beam at seven days and two breaks The report further shows that there was no difference, as at twenty-eight days. Thus, there were 30 seven-day breaks the size of the batch increased, in the uniformity of distribu- and 60 twenty-eight-day breaks on tests from each batch tion of the materials within the batch. The records of the size. Cylinders were transported to Madison and broken cost studies show that there was a pronounced reduction in in the University laboratory. Cores were cut from the cost as the size of the batch increased up to the point where Pavement at each point where tests were taken, and these it became necessary to run the bucket out twice to discharge are now being broken in the University laboratory as they the batch. The records also show that this point with the come to an age of six months. old mixers was slightly over 33 cu. ft., the bucket capacity After the projects were under way using the contractors’ of the new mixers being large enough to handle the 35 mixers, we sought and received the co-operation of the cu. ft. batch in one load, Koehring Company and the Chain Belt Company, so that Summarizing 
after a complete set of tests had been made with the. old From the test records of Sheboygan County 1927 to 1930, mixers, a Koehring 27-E mixer of the latest type was placed it is evident that as greater control of the proportioning of on one of the projects and the latest and most modern of the materials is attained, the cement content may be reduced Rex 27-E mixers on the other project. No charge was made to some extent without lessening the strength of the concrete. in either case for the use of these new mixers, and each of From the records of the Division of Management, U. S.
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Bureau of Roads of tests taken during the season of 1930, hours on 20 credits. The corresponding grade points earned 

it is apparent: last semester were 1.42, 1.26, 1.52, and 1.56. 

Ist: That the practice of separating and recombining the The following is a summary of the time requirements 

ond: cietst Seererite ik Waseinted: per batch in a 27E of the various departments in the college of engineering: 

paver may be increased to 33 or 35 cu. ft. without Department Resa Total aor d Recitati 
harm to the concrete, and that this increase reduces Conses and Labor Lab. only 

the cost per sq. yd. of the pavement. Chemical Engineering ~-----3.10 3.25 
3rd: That the mixing time may be reduced to 50 seconds Electrical Engineering ~-----2.75 359 

without harm to the concrete. Steam and Gas __._.--------2.46 4.64 

It is needless to say that these results are of enormous Mechanics ~-._.-----------2.40 4.22 

economic value. Civil Engineering ~---------2.51 3.04 

Sheboygan County this year is to construct twenty miles The committee points out that, “If 19 credits is looked 

of portland cement concrete highway. On a basis of the upon as an average course, and 52 total hours per week as 

above findings, the saving on this season’s work will be as an average total time, then a course would be entitled to 

follows, comparing material quantities and methods of 1928 about 2.75 hours per credit. It will be noted in the sum- 

with those of the present: mary that all but one of the departments come within this 

Cement saving @ 6¥sc per sq. yd. ----------$15,252.60 limit on purely recitation courses, and that all departments 

Saving due to increase in batch volume are offenders in requiring more than this in purely labora- 

A - : . roe sq. yd. ~---------------512,906.30 tory, or in combination courses. 

faa of S750 oO a sy dp, Al oes wth he exception of cil nena 
my duty were I not to call your attention to the fact that Dow! TEE ee than 52 hours per week, which tor 

i 2 ? F this committee believes to be a reasonable upper limit. Any 
money invested in good practical research, in the laboratory : aa ; . 
or in the field, is money profitably invested. changes or adjustments should have in view an increase in 

the quality of the work done rather than an increase in 

quantity. The committee wishes to point out that, in 

FACULTY STUDIES TIME DEMANDS general, this situation should be remedied by a reduction 

| Nk sah ON STUDENTS . . oo. in the amount of work required in the offending courses, 

| I ine with its policy of making occasional investigations — and not by an increase in the amount of work in courses 

| of ite hours Of work required of engineering students, hich may not be getting their fair share of the student's 

the, engineering faculty last SPAS sampled the various time. It is recommended that the total number of working 

courses and collected information which was referred to a jours per week be brought down to 52 hours.” 

committee consisting of Professors J. B. Kommers, J. W. The departments and courses that have been found to 

Watson, and G. C. Wilson. The report of the committee, pe making unusually heavy demands upon the students’ 

dated on February 1, presents information of interest to time have, according to Dean Turneaure, already taken 

both students and faculty. . steps to adjust their work so as to bring it into line with 

The report indicated that the greatest time demands are the recommendations of the committee. 

made in the laboratory courses. Recitation courses average 
2.67 hours per week per credit, including both class room 

time and time spent in preparation. The range is from THE MARCH COVER 

1.99 to 3.30. On the basis of a 19-credit schedule and a A New View of the Campus 

52-hour week, the time demand should be 2.75 hours per Editor's Review 

credit. HE illustration on the cover of this issue shows a 

Combined recitation and drawing courses averaged 2.72 T recent aerial view of the campus from the men’s 

hours per credit with a range from 2.26 to 3.38. Com- dormitories on the left to Lathrop Hall on the right. The 

bined recitation and laboratory courses averaged 3.45 hours mew Mechanical Engineering building is just north of the 

per credit with a range from 2.63 to 4.48. Laboratory stadium, near the left edge of the picture. The old Randall 

courses averaged 3.86 hours per credit with a range from Shops building has been incorporated into the new building, 

2.10 to 5.07. which surrounds the shops on three sides. 

In the sophomore year, students in chemical engineering When the new Forest Products Laboratory is built, the 

average 54.59 total hours per week, in electrical engineer- old laboratory, standing next to the new mechanical build- 

ing, 53.55 hours, in mechanical engineering, 52.49, and in ing, will probably be occupied by the department of mining 

civil engineering, 48.17. The corresponding average grade engineering. Ultimately, all of the departments of engi- 

points earned last semester were 0.95, 1.14, 1.15, and 1.29. neering will be housed on this site, and the present engi- 

The civil engineering sophomores take 17 credits as against neering buildings will be turned over to other colleges. 

18 credits in the other courses. Equipment will begin to move to the new mechanical 

In the junior year, students in chemical engineering building this spring, and by next fall the new building will 

average 58.26 total hours per week on 19 credits; students be in full use. The fact that the new building is located 

in electrical engineering average 54.11 hours on 19 credits; half a mile from the present engineering group promises 

students in mechanical engineering average 62.45 hours on to create some difficulties for the students who have to 

20 credits: and students in civil engineering average 49.59 attend classes in both places.
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A Review of 

R Devel in Timber Framing’ 
By Gerorce W. Trayer, Wis.12 

Senior Engineer, Forest Products Laboratory 

ECAUSE wood was the pioneer building material and within the past 10 years. In consequence, not only local 
has long been the one most familiar to builders and to lumber but also that imported from the United States is 

the general public, the need for adequate research in the use now effectively competing with other materials of construc- 
of this material in construction has been largely ignored. tion produced locally. This paper will describe some of the 
The assumption is tacitly made that all worthwhile points more recent developments here and abroad. 
in wood construction must have been discovered in the Joints and Fastenings 

course of centuries and consistently embodied in carpentry Joints and fastenings form the greatest source of weakness. 

practice. This is a mistaken and dangerous attitude, how in wood construction. Timber of small dimensions is usually 
ever, and continued indifference to the necessary research joined by nails and that of larger dimensions by bolts or 
would tend to hasten a crisis in forestry and forest industry other metal fasteners. Much has been accomplished at the 

by rapidly diminishing the most important market for lum- Forest. Products Laboratory in the past few years on the 
ber, namely, building construction, to which over 60 per resistance to withdrawal of nails and the resistance to lateral 
cent of the lumber produced in the United States goes. _ movement of nailed joints. Fairly complete data are now 
Realizing the significance and the importance of this available on withdrawal resistance, and tests of lateral re- 

situation, the Forest Products Laboratory has started a ia sistance, covering a wide range of nail sizes and species of 
search that aims at improved design and construction wood, are now in progress. Within a short time dependable 

methods for wood. At BEESene) the funds and_ personnel information will be available on this vital subject, now available for the work are very limited but it is hoped that cither ignored in engineering handbooks or dismissed with 
an expansion of the petgae will cenioalll be possible. ; an apology for the lack of useful information. 

han t -frami i 0} tl . : ete Saaiers 2 MinberssTamuing practice HavecOme i te Reference to several widely used handbooks on the design past 10 or 15 years, most of which have been brought about : wee 
: of a simple bolted tension joint shows a range of over 600 through a demand for economy. of material and labor. : . ; 

. .. per cent in the working loads recommended by various Structural research, however, has not kept pace with this . Sepak s : 
.. authorities. Fortunately, this situation will soon be corrected. rule-of-thumb development and, consequently, economy in : : The Forest Products Laboratory has just completed an ex- first cost has too often been obtained at the expense of ; : : 3 tensive series of tests on the bearing strength of wood under strength and stability. Hence, structural research of funda- : 5 = : : 5 common steel bolts, from which dependable working loads mental character is needed in this field to make wood con- . ; 5 : : have been derived. Hundreds of bolts of various lengths struction at least as much of a science as steel construction : ; ; . and diameters were tested in both hardwood and softwood has become. Wood itself compares favorably with other : : : : : - 3 .. species. The results of these tests and the working stresses construction materials, and much reliable information is ; an : f - : ; z derived from them are now being incorporated in a govern- available on its physical and mechanical properties. The . : : 4 4 : - ment bulletin which should be available within a year. same can not be said, however, of general design and con- -_ . : " a 9 struction practices in its use. The work on bolted joints is being carried still farther, 

In Europe timber design has undergone radical changes however, and a variety of metal fasteners now used extene = sively in Europe to increase the efficiency of bolted joints 
*This paper was presented at the convention of the Engineering are being tested. Preliminary results indicate that with the Society of Wisconsin on February 19, 1931, and will appear in the be f th f hich hat like d | bulletin of that cociety. st of these fasteners, which act somewhat like dowels or 

ee sysquacran ota . pl Shc tanto: a Sep 

{ 46 eee —— seit Woah nla ake FF it 
~ — sania Sa ig CA tl Mihecheall d | Lute Stay rar ae, wi eee = Sei er oar Cr ase. ST det fe Se A Oe wed we Ot ef ae j BEER PO gO ef NY w/o oo oh rea Reis fee eng er ess j 

te fees Geena ny age || if | IN gs Os oe iets, igs 4 apr ene oa ta nate On ie aeons | A} he Wd) Seen oe lier ase: LO ema re Per EG eA ee ADS Le Wilds | SISK ie Na et er 

one hea ieee Es ioc ; | y ee Le al | ah it gee ot 1 Lie ety eat ee rs are 8 ir i 

aR Ca aA paar es pad Bee Pach ee ee CR emt 

Courtesy U. S. Forest Products Lab. 
The demand today is for large floor spaces unobstructed by columns. Timber trusses are meeting 

this demand in a satisfactory manner. This truss has a span of 120 feet.
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keys, the strength of a bolted joint can be enormously in- web members, and spliced with wood fish plates at intervals 

creased; the possibilities of their usefulness, therefore, are according to the span. Practically no dependable design 

great. Their field of application includes large roof trusses, data are available on this adaptation of laminated construc 

transmission towers, radio towers, hangars, stadiums, and _ tion. Present practice is largely the result of cut-and-try 

the like. methods. It is simply another instance in which research has 

Considerable publicity has lately been given the recent lagged behind changes in practice. 

development in welding steel joints, which promises to ad- 

vance the use of steel greatly by opening up vast new fields 

of application. It is reasonable to think that better joints j 

and fastenings may do as much for lumber as welding is | 

expected to do for steel. ne 5 f . 

Laminated Wood Construction as i << Se tie aa ei: 

In laminated construction several pieces of wood are so a i LS ic SS SS a , i | 

joined that the grain of all pieces runs in the same general [peg Ye \ a SN Su tS ee 

direction. The various laminae may be glued, nailed, bolted, as lan oe eal X PN NG NY SAE 

or joined by a combination of these methods. This type of = = & ao ae. De a 

construction is becoming increasingly general; its particular eo PE SES AAT 

merit hinges both upon the possibility of utilizing thoroughly IN or N Sh Stee = \ Ni 

dry, short-length, small-dimension material and upon the <P 4 aS ree he ee MoS 

effective placement of the best material. : y = NR ke ENO NOON 

Some progress has been made in the design of laminated | i ‘ ; ye We Ve Neen 

columns joined with nails and bolts. With this type of A Pee 2 a 

fastening it has not yet been possible to develop an arrange- oe Ne Aero es 

ment of laminae that would equal the strength of a solid |g a “i X © . 

stick of like dimensions, but tests have shown that, with tnd Sot : Ws é \ 

good nailing, about 80 per cent of the strength of a solid ~e log e Q y i a a Ny 

piece of comparable quality can be obtained. This applies to | 3 Cs . >.  S 

short columns and to those just within the Euler class. = OCG | eS = 

Simply joining the various pieces face to face is very poor 4 ep os " Ym a 

practice and tests showed that such a column was only one ly S ae © ae ee ane a 

third as strong as a solid piece of like overall dimensions. | cece har ae a | 

One simple and good arrangement consists of several pieces | ‘ee _ vee gM On: i A 

face to face but also having their edges joined by wood el a : . 

cover plates. Another good arrangement is four pieces of Courtesy U. S. Forest Products Lab 

good quality bored around a low-grade slid core. Lame congraton he rl of the gman of he er 
Laminated beams and girders in which the plane of each of mutually-braced members. 

joint between faces is vertical have long been used. Ordi- Still another application of laminated construction is 

narily the laminae of such members are either nailed or found in gothic barn roof construction. The barn roof truss 

nailed and bolted. At the present time tests are being con- has evolved from the heavy-timber type, strong but costly, 

ducted at the Forest Products Laboratory on glued laminated to much lighter types of construction, one of which is the 

beams that have the plane of each joint horizontal. This Jaminated arch. One-inch material is common, and usually 

construction offers the possibility of putting high-grade ma- four or five laminae are bent around a form and nailed to- 

terial in the upper and lower laminae and poorer material gether to form an arch. Very often these arches, which are 

near the neutral axis. The tests have not yet progressed far spaced laterally at intervals of about 2 feet, are not suf- 

enough to permit the drawing of conclusions as to the ef ficiently rigid to make the roof self-supporting, in which 

fectiveness of this type of construction. Should it prove case it is common practice to use a segmented arch in 

satisfactory, however, its field of application will be tre- place of every fourth ordinary laminated arch. The seg- 

mendously broad. mented arches differ from the usual laminated arch in that: 

Within the past few years the use of bow-string wooden their face joints are vertical. The laminae consist of a series 

trusses with laminated upper chords has become increasingly of segments cut from 1-inch stock and nailed face to face. 

common. The upper chord, which is arched, is built up of Sometimes segmented arches, spaced 2 feet apart and only 

a series of long lengths of 2-inch lumber, superimposed one two or three laminae thick, are used throughout the roof. 

on top of another and either nailed and bolted or glued, Both of these types of construction represent a great econ- 

nailed, and bolted together. These arches are assembled omy of material in that short-length, narrow, and relatively 

around a form and retain their curvature when removed low-grade material may be utilized. 

from it. Two such laminated arches spaced to receive the Opposed to light-arch construction, in which the laminae 

web members constitute the upper chord of the truss. The are nailed, is a relatively modern European development 

web members are usually solid. The lower chords consist of large laminated arches, which are glued. Small stock re- 

of two or more pieces conveniently spaced to receive the (Continued on page 184)
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State Engineers Hold Annual Meeting 
Walter A. Peirce, manager of the Racine water depart- Three past-presidents, Randall, Heebink, and Ullius, were ment, is the new president of the Engineering Society of appointed to the nominating committee and are chiefly Wisconsin. H. C. Webster, consulting engineer of Mil responsible for the new officers. 

waukee, is vice-president. * * * * 
® * ® * : The program was presented as printed with two excep- Ray S. Owen was elected to succeed himself as secretary- tions: H. C. Webster, the new vice-president, was in Florida treasurer. R. W. Gamble, of Milwaukee, and A. L. Boley, and did not discuss the platting law, and Governor La Fol- of Sheboygan, are the new trustees, lette, scheduled to speak on the grade separation prograin, * * * ® sent Lieutenant-governor Hubez in his place. 

Registration at the convention was 141 as against 172 for = * * * 
a year ago. The depression is blamed for the drop. Mr. Huber found the going a little heavy when the ques- * * % * tions began to fly in regard to the new highway bill. Henry 

Secretary Owen reported the membership as being 363, Traxler, who was informed because of his contact with the a drop of 20 from a year ago. League of Municipalities, came to his aid with the facts and 
* * * * figures. 

Members of the student section of A. S.C. E. handled the , * . * * - 
arrangements for the evening program on Surveyors’ Day, Surveyors Day, which was introduced last year, proved and assisted generously in other ways. again successful. It was kept as informal as possible with io ” * x much discussion and few set speeches. 

Members of Chi Epsilon, honorary civil engineering fra- * * * a ternity, handled the registration. The ten-day short course for plumbers was in session at * x # % the university during the convention and offered an attrac- 
Student reporters from the classes in Engineering English ae _ to! those interested in sanitary matters. Prof. covered the three days of the meeting so that some one was - M, Dawson was in charge of arrangements for the on the job at all times. SORE ¥ % % * 

* * * * ’ Bes aed ‘ . Letters were received via air mail from Prof. L. S. Smith Prof. J. B. Kommers Was: 1 charge of arrangements for and C. V. Kerch, both of whom are in California. The the smoker at the University Club on Thursday evening and latter indicates that he is still in a wheel chair but is making provided entertainment, refreshments, and a chance for a rapid improvement, and “is still a pretty good old dog for quiet social hour. the shape he’s in.” 
* * * * 

The luncheons at the University Club proved very popu- * : * x 
lar. On Friday, 35 persons signified that they would be Hien, Tubbs, of Elkhorn, grand old man among the apy present; Prof. Owen guessed that five more would come and engineers of Wisconsin, was in attendance again after miss- ordered 50 places to play safe. Sixty people showed ib, ing last year’s meeting because of an operation. He was * * * x present Wednesday for Surveyor’s Day and remained for . . . . the banquet on Friday. Motion pictures of the dropping of the obelisk dam at ‘ * * 5 
Chute 4 Caron were shown at the smoker and aroused such The Beloi . . : . interest, that they were shown again at the meeting on © Denil engineers were Present in force: Heebink, , 

Batterman, Popelka, and Collins. Friday. 
* * * * * * s * Raymond Trow's demonstration of how and how not to. Dwight S. Fowler led off the discussion on land survey- 

clean a transit was well received by the surveyors. ing ‘with rs aia of how broken Pas pottery, placed in * * x # the hole with the marker for a section corner thirty years 
The 61-Ib. explorer’s transit used by Byrd’s party at the before, enabled him ot the “omer an 1980. 

South Pole was exhibited by the Gurley Company and drew John Williams and Karl Zander upheld che Honor of a crowd at all times. 
Kenosha and helped to make the discussions lively and * . * = interesting. 

The auditing committee consisted as per tradition of Gal- * % * * listel and Cottingham, who reported everything okeh. Prof. John Dodds, of Iowa State College, in telling of % * + * the operation of the Iowa registration law, stated that in The resolutions committee consisted of L. J. Markwardt, five years 290 applicants have been examined, of which Karl Zander, and L. P. Atwood. number 85 failed to pass.
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Natural gas, Prof. Otto Kowalke told the meeting, must crowd. Many present were members of both societies. 

be “reformed” by passing it over a bed of coke before it C. B. Hayden, chief engineer of the Wisconsin Railroad 

can be mixed with manufactured gas. Commission, presided. 

% * * * * * * * 

Hans Peterman, Karl Zander, John Williams, and George Engineers are well represented on the roster of the Mo- 

Randall created a lively discussion over the proper way to zart Club, which gave a delightful program at the banquet 

monument a new plat. Iron markers and plenty of them, This feature is gradually mellowing into an established tra- 

preferably on inside corners, seemed to have the edge over dition. 

concrete monuments, fewer in number, placed where grad- 

ing operations destroy them. Motion pictures of the work of providing a modern water 

* * * " supply for Athens and of building a new railroad in Persia 

. . were shown at the banquet by Mr. G. E. Hines, chief engi- 

Prof. Owen promised to demonstrate next year a radio 4 y . 

: ae & : : neer for Uhlen & Co. 

device by means of which iron stakes may be quickly dis- , ¢ « x 

covered although buried in earth or snow. . . 

‘ * * * Temperatures in Mesopotamia reach 165 in the shade, 

ike ia G . a - according to Mr. Hines, and nothing but hot tea will stay 

fe i way Commission was criticized for HOt Es in the human body long enough to reach the kidneys. Ah, 

greater effort to preserve section corners an mark them on the romance cf it! 

the pavement. 
* * ® * 

* * * * ; : 

: Americans, before leaving New York for Persia, were 

Herbert Lord, engineer with the Metropolitan Sewer Dis: shot for typhoid, typhus, small pox, bubonic plague, cholera, 

trict of Madison, told of his troubles in trying to correlate and a few other choice diseases. 

the information on individual plats and produce a compre- ‘% % * * 

hensive pat = ee pailure . at simple and The registration of engineers received attention as it has 

obvious checks to the work, he stated, leads to much in- at each meeting for many years. T. Chalkley Hatton told 

accuracy. « ; * of the efforts of a joint committee representing the organized 

‘Adclsh Kanneber stroad . \ engineers of the state to prepare a bill for presentation to 

_ Adolp nneberg, railroa commissioner, also men- this legislature. 

tioned inaccuracy and incompleteness as common faults of * x x é 

sonepits os , his talk on one as a witness. The architects, who already have registration, again gen- 

e showed actual maps to prove his points. erously agreed to co-operate in securing a law that would 

= = / * / cover both architects and engineers. This is a decided con- 

George Langley, Jr., who is described by his home town trast to the situation in some states where architects and 

papers as the “Lincolnesque surveyor of Sheboygan County,” engineers have developed considerable antagonism. 

had his audience sitting on the edge of their seats with his * x * x 

paper on the effect of over-charging mixers. A bill was prepared and, after many conferences, was 

* * / * * printed. Last minute objections by mechanicals and elec: 

Sheboygan County, according to Mr. Langley, saved  tricals upset calculations. 

$1408 per mile of pavement by doing two things: first, * x x * 

ie the ae ae and ne L The civil engineers are trying to arrange with the archi- 

as: Ge 3 and, second, DY charging cu. ft. of materials tects for a bill that will cover just those two groups. 

into 27-ft. mixers. Tests showed no loss of strength in the z ¥ € + 
t 

concrete. % x . x The surveyors have been left out of all attempts to secure 

: legislation. 

Gov. La Follette’s grade separation program, as outlined 7 # * * * 

a Ee Gow. Tuber ae he a the ” President Glenn Frank spoke for the second time before 

a 4 ‘ ad P jeted for th ek e aY8. the society. He warned that certain unusual features mark 

ans are said ° e comp cee cn e ae 3 actual con’ the present business depression and indicate that it may 

struction ee tne ee shih, _ eas ee ie 2-cent iM  Geyelop into a chronic condition instead of passing quickly 

crease in the gas tax, which is to provide the necessary as every one hopes. 

funds. * * % * 

* * * # Dr. Frank opposes those who would lower wages and re- 

Each separation will provide work directly for 30 or 40 duce standards of living. Such a policy he labels, “de- 

men. The governor estimates that two or three times that featist.”” Such a retrogression, he claims, cannot be justified 

number of additional men will be given employment in- in the face of our abundant resources. 

directly through this activity. 
* * % * 

* * * * 
ot 4: 

The proper remedy, Dr. Frank states, lies in providing 

The joint banquet with the Technical Club of Madison, work for every one through shorter hours, and in increasing 

held in the Park Hotel, Friday evening, brought out a big (Continued on page 186)
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Edut tal 
IN CASE YOU The engineer-governor of Wyoming, UNITED The engineers of the state have recently DON’T KNOW Frank C. Emerson, died on February WE STAND held their 23rd annual convention. At- 

18 from heart attack induced by tendance was good and_ those present pneumonia. He was serving his second term as governor. seemed to enjoy themselves. On the surface, there is 
ie * * * cause for some self-satisfaction over conditions, but is it 

Athens will soon have a water supply of 35 gallons per justified? The society: has 363 members — almost a8) many. capita per day, instead of 4 gallons as at present, thanks 8 last year, in spite of hard times —but there are prob- to an American construction firm, which has built a great ably 3,000 engineers in the state. Twelve per cent mem- marble dam, overlooking the plain of Marathon, and an bership leaves much to be desired. Lawyers, for example, aqueduct from the dam to the city. The construction @¢ fewer in number in the state, but their organization 
firm supplied the necessary finances and will operate the has 1,500 members. 
plant temporarily. The Engineering Society of Wisconsin tends to be * * * * strongly civil in membership in spite of definite efforts to 
When Denver changed from the use of artificial gas to make it more comprehensive. The programs are planned natural gas recently, it was necessary to change the burners to make a general appeal to all groups of engineers. In on every gas appliance in the city as the two kinds of gas addition, there is an effort to supply something of interest differ radically in their characteristics, to the special groups. The trustees now hope to develop ¥ * * * the idea of Surveyors’ Day so that they can provide pro- The civil engineering course at the University of Wis- grams for mechanicals, electricals, and other groups. Pro- consin is sixth largest among the 125 American colleges gress in this direction is, however, somewhat discouraging. 

according to figures released by the Department of the Engineers other than civils do not seem to feel the same Intécior. urge for a society that will integrate the diverse groups of 
* * * * engineers into a single profession. 

C. C. Williams, dean of engineering at Iowa University, Is there no common denominator in engineering? Will was made chairman of the athletic board at the institution engineers continue to differentiate until our 157 varieties following the famous ouster. He represented the Big Ten become 257? Is the engineer hopelessly self-centered? at the National College Athletic Association at the Decem- 

best inecting, “Wiibe your ~ = ¥ “The technical student cannot be satisfied with an open . . mind and a liberal heart, but he is required to submit a An engineer, Col. Robert Isham Randolph, president of sass - 2 - a : : Positive answer supported by logical reasoning. the Chicago Association of Commerce, is leading the fight ~J. Hugo Johnson to restore law and order in that city. ‘Incidentally, he is 
being sued by Mayor Thompson for one million dollars, on — 
the charge of slander. FOR THIS RELIEF, The investigation of the engineer- 

* * * * MUCH THANKS ing faculty into the hours of work 
Work has begun on the Mississippi River Bridge at required of engineering students, Prairie du Chien. an abstract of which appears upon another page of this 

issue, promises to result in better balancing of the load that EIGHTH IN The University of Wisconsin rates eighth the student like a Patient burro, carries upon his back. In WHO'S WHO in. Who's "Who, auvordiig. Xa, 4. cecent general, the engineering student cannot complain of being . * . , . overloaded, but, like the burro, he appreciates having the . issue Gh School and Society, which lists load properly balanced and so adjusted that it doesn’t make the leading schools in this order: ants 
1. Harvard —_-_---- e374 PEGS SORES: 
Be MAIC creme OR A study of the detailed information collected by the 3. Princeton __-_____---_----_--_____________ 480 faculty indicates that some departments work out their = anne SEE ENE Ra ter eer minastomaenerse pi courses so that they get their fair share of the student’s 6. Cornell = 2ST for working hours but no more. They have budgeted thei 7. Amberst _--------- (96 time with considerable skill, which is as it should be if &, Wisconsin soccer DB the faculty members have the intelligence they are sup- 
A total of 139 schools is listed, the last school in the list posed to have. Other departments either have paid in- having 20 names in Who's Who. sufficient attention to the matter of time, or have been
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poor guessers, with the result that their loads have galled REGISTRATION Those who desire a registration law 
the withers of the aforesaid patient (more or less) burro, STILL A MIRAGE for engineers in Wisconsin, will prob- 
The relief which is promised as a result of the investiga- ably have to pull up their belts, call 
tion will be appreciated in proportion to its promptness. upon their reserves of determination, and begin another 

pct ee _ round of the battle that has lasted for so many years al- 
“An engineering course offers many real advantages of ready. Prospects of putting a bill through the present 

4 purely educational nature for the student seeking a liberal legislature are not good. 
education — entirely aside from its usefulness as a direct T. Chalkley Hatton told the Tecent convention of the preparation for his life’s work.”—J. Hugo Johnson. Engineering Society of Wisconsin about the efforts of a 

joint committee, representing all organized engineers in the 
WE MUST HAVE One of the railroad classics is the sar to prepare a bill. Good Progress was made and a 

ill was prepared and copies distributed to engineers 
TIME tO. DRAW story of the general manager who throughout the state. Just when everythin d set t THE PICTURE arrived at the scene of a washout all " , ee eee nee peel &2 .. 0, the electrical and mechanical groups, acting at the re- 

. of a lather and stepped off of his quest of their national societies, asked for delay. This 
private car to find himself face to face with the bridge completely upset all plans. The architects have gone ahead foreman. —— with their plans for a modification of their existing bill. 

How ae things going? demanded the manager all of The civils have made some efforts to go ahead and secure 
| a QEVEr: Has the engineer given you the plans for the registration for themselves in conjunction with the architects. 
| Vemporary: bridge? . . . The electrical and mechanical groups, in asking for delay, 

“dl don’t know if the engineer has drawed the pitcher were acting upon instructions from their national societies, 
yet,” said the foreman calmly as he spat the customary. which are making plans to secure registration upon a 
Squire of tobacco dus: anv the soft October breezes. i national scale. This would be highly desirable, but it is 
don’t know if the pitcher's drawed, but the bridge is built. estimated that national registration cannot be secured 

In the discussions which are raging over proposals to do earlier than four years from now. Many who have hoped 
| extensive public construchon as an emergency measure £0 foe registration in Wisconsin at this time, will be disap- relieve unemployment, editors and politicians are revealing pointed at the turn of events. 
| a naive tendency to accept the philosophy illustrated by the 

story. They seem to regard the “engineer’s pitchers” as a 

unimportant preliminary to important construction. One My message to the engineering profession is to develop editor, for example, suggests that the government work be @ professional class consciousness, and to overcome the in- 
confined to highways, which he explains, can be started feriority complex which has heretofore obscured the impor- 
without any preliminary planning! tance of the engineer as a factor in the progress of civiliza- 

The American Engineering Council has recently gone on tion." —John Hays Hammond. 
record as opposing the plan to have the Federal Govern- oo 
ment issue large amounts of bonds for emergency engineer’ LET’S It is rumored that the mechanicals are think- 
ing construction. The grounds for this opposition are: HAVE IT ing of holding an allengineering house- 

(1) The organization and facilities of the several depart- warming dance in honor of the new Mechan- 
ments of the government, which under the law must direct ical Engineering Building which will be opened some time 
this work, would not be able to expend with reasonable ef- in the late spring. Perhaps this might be taken as the 
ficiency and within a period of two years, any large amount much-asked-for substitute for the abolished St. Pat’s parade. 
in addition to the appropriations already made. At any rate it brings a thrill to think of the possibilities 

(2) The sums already made available by the Federal, such a party would doubtless offer. Imagine sitting one 
State and municipal governments, by the railroads, public out over in the corner behind a brand new diesel, with the 
utilities, and other corporations, are so large in the aggre- soft strains of orchestra music lilting around among the 
gate as to make the effect of an additional billion dollars dynamometers and Nordbergs, and the gentle zephyrs of 
which might be appropriated, relatively secondary and of the new-born Spring being wafted gently against the face 
minor importance. by the fan of the Liberty motor mounted on the test block! 

This country learned to its amazement in 1917 that it Go to it, you mechanicals, we're behind you. 
could not depend for its army upon men who would ie 

“spring to arms over night.” Armies have to be trained. Some of the more desirable results of four years spent in 
Apparently the country must learn that it cannot spring college may be a thoughful consideration for the rights of 
to work on a big program of public construction. Such a others, a tolerant respect for their neighbors’ convictions, 
program must be carefully planned. an ability for and an enjoyment in pleasant co-operation 

a with one’s fellows, a capacity for self-enjoyment when alone, 
All through the life of a pure minded but feeble bodied the development of real convictions as to standards of life, 

man, his path is lined with memories — gravestones which and a habit of seeking a definite solution for all problems 
mark the spots where noble enterprises perished for lack of through a fearless, honest balancing of carefully ascertained 
physical vigor to embody them in deeds.—Horace Mann. facts—J. Hugo Johnson.
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Al u Notes | 

Among Our | [ 2 | 
° ° e R ‘ 

Successful Wisconsin Engineers e 
is om 

Joseph P. Schwada 

As city engineer of Milwaukee, the In the fall of 1912 he was appointed 
largest city in Wisconsin, and as past instructor in structural engineering at 3 

president of the Engineering Society the University of Wisconsin, which 
of Wisconsin, Joseph P. Schwada position he held until late in 1916, 
stands among the leaders of his pro’ when he returned to the employ of 
fession in the state. He unites the the Wisconsin Railroad Commission. 
temperment of the scientist with the His vacations during this teaching of 1918 he carried on a three-month 
executive ability to carry out the plans period were spent on various jobs. . = is ee 
that he conceives and is giving Mil) One summer was spent in charge of investigation of concrete ships in ocean 
aukee what his associates in the pro- a field party on th raisal of the  Setvice, measuring and studying the 

waukee w P’ party on the apprais : , 
fession recognize as very fine service. Bay State Street Railway in Boston, effect of strains on the bull during a 

ada wi in Milwaukee on one summer as inspector on municipal cruise to South America and back 
Schwada was born aah : : through the Panama Canal to the 

May 1, 1886, of Bohemian parentage. work in Madison, and one summer on East Coast 

His father was a. tailor: He attended us desien E Sewaer Chabot: jelaises Schwada returned to the Wisconsin 

West Division High School. He we oF @ consulting engineer. Railroad Commission and remained 
graduated from _ the course an civil He was structural engineer for the until May, 1921, when he entered the 
engineering at the University of Wis: Railroad Commission from 1916 to employ of the City of Milwaukee as 

consin in 1911 and received the degree February, 1918. During this time he engineer in charge of the design and 

of Civil Engineer in 1926. reviewed plans of bridges and dams, construction of the Riverside Pumping 

He Begins as Rodman made special studies and reports, and tation... 

He began his engineering experience designed miscellaneous structures for He ts Made Gay Boemeer 

as chainman and rodman on the staff the state architect. The appointment as city engineer 

of the city engineer of Milwaukee in He Builds Concrete Ships for his home town came on April 17, 

the summer of 1908, working under When the Emergency Fleet Corpo- 1923. The position carries heavy re- 
Mr. Charles Poetsch. The next sum- ration began to experiment with con- — sponsibilities, for Milwaukee is a lake 
mer was also spent working for the crete ships during the war, Schwada port, and an industrial city, and is 
city as material clerk in the pipe yards. yas one of the numerous Wisconsin intersected by two large rivers. It has 
During the summer of 1910 he did men who were called upon. He was almost doubled its population since 
general civil engineering work for granted leave of absence and was with Schwada was appointed. It makes 
T.M.E.R.@L. Co. the corporation until recalled in Octo- heavy demands upon its engineer. 

Following his graduation in 1911, ber, 1919. This was one of the most In 1928 the engineers of the state 

he was appointed field engineer and interesting phases of his career. He honored Mr. Schwada by electing him 

inspector for the Wisconsin Railroad was assistant in charge of concrete- to the presidency of the Engineering 

Commission and worked on surveys, ship design at Washington and Phila- Society of Wisconsin. 

plans, and estimates for grade separa- delphia from February, 1918, to Feb- Schwada has contributed to engi- 

tions. He left in January, 1912, to  ruary, 1919, and inspector and assis- neering literature from time to time 

accept a position as structural designer tant resident representative in charge and is the author of formulas and 

in the department of bridges and of the concrete-ship yard at Jackson- methods of design for concrete arches 

buildings of the C.M.@St.P.Ry. at ville, Florida, from February, 1919, to that have been accepted and included 

Chicago. October, 1919. During the summer in text books on the subject.
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WISCONSIN MEN SPEAK AT CONCRETE MEETING CALCULUS MADE EASY 
Among the speakers at the 27th annual convention of the Long years of watching men under him struggle with the 

American Concrete Institute, which was held in Milwaukee intricacies of calculus in various phases of engineering design 
during the week of February 23, were Professor Morton 0. and research set John M. Barr, m’99, general manager of 
Withey of the College of Engineering, who presented a the Louis Allis Co., of. Milwaukee, to wondering if there 
paper on “Some Long Time Tests of Concrete,” Paul T. were not some mechanical means of simplifying their tasks. . 
Norton, Jr., 17, professor of industrial engineering at Three and a half years ago he began working 6n an idea 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, who presented a paper on that promised to accomplish that purpose. A few weeks ago 
“Permeability of Gravel Concrete,” and S. C. Hollister, e’16, he exhibited three odd-shaped, flat pieces of celluloid, which, 
professor of structural engineering at Purdue University, he says will eliminate the long, wearisome toil of reducing 
who presented a paper on the effect of extracting water curves to equations which form the basis of analysis of the 
from concrete after placing. information contained in the curves. 

hati oe He expects his instruments, known as an integraph, dif- 
OLD TIMERS ACTIVE AT SCHENECTADY ferentiator and Simpson’s rule, to make it possible for the 

B. Richard Tearle, Jr., e’27, is the new chairman of the @verage draftsman, or even a high school boy, to perform 
Wisconsin Club of Schenectady, which is composed largely mechanically, integrations and differentiations that ordinarily 
of the engineering alumni connected with the General Electric must be left to the comparatively few skilled workers in cal- 
Co, During the past year, under Roy De W. Jordan, e’27, as culus——“The Wisconsin Alumni Magazine.” 
chairman, the club met regularly on the first Monday of ——— 
each month. Special events included a dinner and bridge CIVILS 
at the Edison Country Club in March and a family picnic — , .. . . . 
at Saratoga Lake in June. Professors Jimmie Watson and Airis, Thomas, c’29, visited Madison om Jan. 6. He is doing 
D. W. Nelson were entertained at a special luncheon in July. field and office work for the U. S. Engineer Office at Detroits 
On the afternoon of the football game with Purdue, the Arnold, James, 29, formerly with the U. 8. Engineers 
Wisconsin alumni joined the Purdue alumni in leasing a wire Office at Milwaukee, is now in Washington working on airport 
to get play by play returns. design. . 

Bendt, J. P., c’12, who has been with the Koppers Construc- 
G. E. MEN WIN PROMOTIONS tion Company at Pittsburgh, Penn., writes that he has sailed 

z z 5 5 for Russia, where he will spend two years as an engineer for Among recent promotions of Wisconsin graduates with . eysgt a the Koppers Company. The work consists of building a By- the General Electric Company are the following. 3° ; Product Coke Plant on the eastern slope of the Ural Moun- H. D. Taylor, e’21, has been made head of the department a z Fr . weary, 2 . . . tains. This plant will be the second largest of its kind in the of turbine engineering at the River Works, Lynn, Mass. E. 2 : a n world. The location will be about 59-40 east longitude and H. Horstkottie, e’12, has been placed in charge of the general . : . . i . , 7 7. 53-30 north latitude. His address will be: Koppers Construc- engineering laboratory at the Erie Works. C. B. Bradish, ° x 3 : : : 5 . . tion Co., c. o. Soynse-Koks, Magnitogorsk, U. S. S. R. e’12, has been appointed engineer in charge of the industrial : y 2 ea] . i d in t of the Schnectady Work. Bundok, Marianno, G., c’28, who was formerly with the U. 
contro. ‘engineering’ cepar men’ ° e sennectady Works. g. Engineer Office at Milwaukee, has left for his home in 
He replaced J. E. Brobst, e’03, who became manager of the the Philipine Islands where he intends to continue in en- Bloomfield Works. J. D. Wright, e’09, has been appointed gineering. 
assistant engineer of the industrial engineering department. oe Kessler, Louis H., 22, was pre- 
He has taken the position of R. C. Muir, e’05, made vacant \ Bey fi . : : Sn SE sented with a son, Avery Bassett when the latter was made assistant to the vice-president Wafer fs ‘ < 5 . ; ¥ dg Kessler, on January 9. Mr. Kessler in charge of engineering. E. S. Henningsen, e’12, has re- £ KE & : 5 : . Cy S a member of the faculty of the Col- cently been appointed engineer in charge of the alternating AOD | ® Vy e 2 . , 2 : > pee \ ei y lege of Engineering, is on a year’s current engineering department. J. G. Van Vleet, e’30, and woe! AM: | N yp 1 é , i cee’, ) eave of absence in order that he may A. A. Cuneo, e’28, have recently reported for work at the (toh uit : . way . ie install a sewer system at Williams General Electric Company, Schenectady. They are enrolled Bay, Wis 

in the test course. Levin, J. D., ¢’27, is spending this semester at the univer- 
~~ sity doing graduate work in building construction. He has 

MID-YEAR GRADS LAND JOBS had several short articles in “Engineering—News Record”, 
Lawrence H. Glaessner, Millard M. Hill, and Phil H. Thern, “Engineering and Contracting”, and the “American Builder’. 

who completed the course in civil engineering in February, Lindner, C. P., ¢’25, is with the Army Engineers’ at Nor- 
are located as follows: Glaessner is in the office of the folk, Virginia. 
army engineers at Milwaukee; Hill and Thern are with the Mead, Harold Washburn, c’20, was married Saturday, Jan- 
Wisconsin Highway Commission, the latter in the bridge wary 31, to Margaret Frances Howard at Winona, Minnesota. 
department at Madison. They will make their home at Madison, after April 1. Mr. 

Mead is with Mead and Seastone, consulting engineers, at 
ALUMNI TAKE PROMINENT PART AT CONVENTION Madison. 

The 23rd annual convention of the Engineering Society of Smith, Leonard S., ¢’90, CE’95, former professor of city 
Wisconsin brought back many alumni, who found a much planning at this college, was in active charge of “Better 
better opportunity for renewing old acquaintanceships than City Week,, at National City, Calif., from January 25 to 31. 
they find at Homecoming. Many of them were on the program He gave eight addresses during the week under the auspices 
and others took an active part in the discussions. of the City Planning Commission. 

a Titus, William J., c’13, is chief engineer of the Indiana 
HOTCHKISS INVENTS MAGNETOMETER State Highway Commission. He gives his address as, State 

W. 0. Hotchkiss, g’03, president of the Michigan School House Annex, Indianapolis, Indiana. To quote Mr. Titus: 
of Mines at Houghton, has invented a device known as a “In 1930, the Indiana Highway Commision completed its 
magnetometer for use in geo-physical exploration, The in- m™most successful year, paving a total of 446 miles. In add- 
strument received attention at the recent meeting of the ition, a bituminous surface was placed on 116 miles, an oiled 
Institute of Mining Engineers. (Continued on page 182)
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"STEW BAD VAN HAGAN AND STRAND TO THE STUDENTS TELL THE 

When the choo-choo hits a survey- HEAD ENGINEER FACULTY 

ing instrument, it’s just too bad. Two At the annual banquet of the Wis- The usual procedure of the faculty 
civil freshmen, Gordon J. M. Gorlin  consin Engineer, held at the Park man lecturing to the student was re- 
and James P. Michalos, returned to Hotel on February 17, announcement versed at the joint meeting of the 
the building from a surveying expedi- was made of the election of Robert L. Madison and the student sections of 
tion on Feb. 21, carrying the mangled | Van Hagan as editor and John A. the American Institute of Electrical 
remains of a level, which they had trand as manager for the ensuing Engineers, held at the University Club 
set up on the I.C. track and left to year. Gold keys were awarded to on Wednesday, February 19. The stu 
the care of Providence while they Le Roy Bell, retiring circulation man- dents were in charge of the program, 

ambled off in search of a bench mark. ager, David Mack, local advertising which consisted of three talks by 

There are not many trains on the I.C., manager, Van Hagan, and Strand for — senior electricals. 

of course, but any good railroad engi- outstanding service on the staff. Frank- m 
neer knows that just as soon asa sur’ lin T. Matthias, faculty adviser, acted GG WY YY WY Uy 
veying party begins work on a track, as toastmaster. Mr. Frank Blied and LUM elf ML YY 

the despatcher begins shooting trains his son, Ray Blied, who have printed G EN) = Y 

that way. By the way, did you ever the Engineer for many years, were Y,) zZ (O | 1G 
gaze into Prof. Owen’s blue eyes while guests of honor. © i Wy 

you held out to him the remnants of ee q % 

a level? There’s a lot of education in MINING FACULTY PRESENT Yj: Y 

a PAPERS Xi aa) 
a Five papers by Wisconsin men were Y Sf 

ENGINEER MARKSMEN PUNC- presented at the meeting of the Insti- Pi. ae } 
TURE TARGET tute of Mining Engineers held at the . . 

Arnold L. Colpitts, George P. Schip- building of the United Engineering James D. Cobine, of Madison, Bre 

poreit, Charles W. Littleton, and Louis Societies in New York, Feb. 16-19. sented a paper on Automatic Oscil- 

J. Bohm, engincering members of the — Professor McCaffery spoke on “Pro- lographs, in which he described two: 

R.O.T.C. rifle team were big factors gress in Blast Furnace Slag Investiga- oscillographs, recently developed, which 

in winning the match with Ripon Col tions.” Other papers included: “De- are valuable mm analyzing disturbances 

lege by a score of 2,535 to 2,440. termination of Viscosity of Blast Fur- on, transmission systems; Trends ” 
nace Slags,” of which the joint auithora’ Electrical Construction, were outlined 

gfe were McCaffery, Oesterle, C. H. Lorig, by Robert J. Nickles, Je, of Madison, 
IS Ira Goff, and O. C. Fritsche; “Effect who has had active contact with the 

BNO: y of Magnesia in Blast Furnace Slags,” subject. He described the new mar 
a 2 2) of which the joint authors were Mc- terials and methods used in the elec: 

QY Caffery, Oesterle, and Fritsche; “Sta- trical work of the Chicago Merchan- 

r tistical Analysis of Blast Furnace dise Mart and the Wisconsin Field 

f 5 0, & Data,” by McCaffery and Ronald House. Cop Pee Oxide Rectifiers, 
pe Os +s Stephenson; and “Discharge of Air which are widely used in radio and 
LZ oO Through Circular Tuyeres,” by Mc- in industrial control apparatus, were 

~ Caffery and Daniel E Krause described with reference to their de- 

A. , , sign, operation, and application by 

Poy be. HONORARY ENGINEERING JOUR- John Lloyd Jones off Madison, 

The match was shot at Camp Randall NALISTIC FRATERNITY ELECTS: CHI EPSILON 

on a 30-ft. indoor range with .22 Alpha. Tau Sigma, honorary engi- Richard E. Wolff, of Milwaukee, 
rifles, neering journalistic fraternity, initiated becomes the new president of Chi 

Colpitts, a sophomore electrical from R. L. Van Hagan, J. A. Strand, and Epsilon for the coming semester as a 

Madison, was high man with 260 David Mack on February 17. result of the recent election of officers. 

points. Schipporeit, a junior civil from _ —_—_ Lester W. Bartsch, of Milwaukee, is 

West Allis, tied with two other Wis- A FUTURE ENGINEER? vice-president. The secretary is to be 

consin men for third with 257 points. Joseph F. Oesterle, research profes’ Donald Bengs, and Frank Erichsen 

Littleton, a junior mechanical from sor of mining and metallography, is will take over the books as treasurer. 

Madison, scored 251 points, and Bohm, — the proud father of a son born Jan. 12 Aubrey J. Wagner, as associate edi- 

a freshman electrical from Below, at St. Mary’s hospital. Mrs. Oesterle tor, will supply material for the Chi 
shot 252. was formerly Miss Helen Schaeffer. Epsilon Transit.
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CHAIN J3ELT COMPANY 7 Vie Oe DD ms a; wR . j eae 

AO YEARS OF INVENTION IN TAKING THE JOB TO 

THE MACHINE OR IN TAKING THE MACHINE TO THE JOB 

CARRYING OVERHEAD - ad Va 

BRINGS DOWN OVERHEAD -. ie. f 

V4 AN 
Once, trucks streamed and tangled in wide \ Ak | ke 

aisles. Workmenwho could finda place oneither . bog LL] i 
side worked and waited, picked up and laid : AY iy 
down. Overhead piled up. Waste took its toll. : Vy bal / 
@ Then there came a new kind of overhead— aa | a : 
Chain Belt Company overhead conveying. High la i Lid 

off the ftoor the new overhead carries the job v j) 
to the machine, dipping down to unload at Xe / 
hand's height, picking up the finished pieces, — 
often automatically. @ Bright new machine tools, 
productive pieces, bloom in the aisles—their 

hum of industry replaces the jarring note of ex- y 
cess traffic. Contented and busy operators, with 

work always at their elbow, replace the.fuming — 

piece workers, out of work, and the swearing . 
truck drivers. @ Up and down, aroundpillars sold at stated prices for each yard of Rex 

and posts, indoors and outdoors, from floor Drop-F orged or Double-Flex Chain, each curve 

to floor, winds the continuous stream of parts, and dip, each turn and drive, each hook and 

semi-finished and finished products. Often one trolley. You never need guess af savings—you 

little control automatically sets the pace for the know. A complete line of 2, 4,6 or8 wheel trol- 
whole plant—speeding it up—slowing it down leys provides for the carrying of anything from 

to meet the conditions on the production lines engines to eggs on conveyors of known capacity. 

fo take advantage of men’s vigor in the early CHAIN BELT COMPANY 

hours, to give them a break that means bet- 
ter work in the late afternoon. @ The advan- 1659 W. Bruce Street, MILWAUKEE 

tages of Chain Belt Overhead Conveying are District Offices in 19 Cities 

cm | eee be x NS Al yi G 
4 . < rf ] 

REX DRIVE CHAIN - REX CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY
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| St. Patrick’s Day | I | | ot. Fatricks Day | 
| l SINCE 1878 wear i 
i | OUT CO-OP CORDUROYS AND i 

STAN DARD BY WHICH i CLOTHING. i 
QUALITY IS JUDGED | 

inall KOE of The Co-op has everything i 

} : that the Wisconsin engineer j 
RUBBER INSULATED WIRE anv CABLE | d 8 

| needs. 
WUE my 1 rem Carer rey 1:1 8 i 

IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE i i 

AND TAPES i ¢ l 
UT La ie Yd | | 

poe | 99 ! ROLUZ8 dg AES : 66 Th C i 
Ss * Qkonite Company //"” \:; ~@ o-Oop i 
The Okonite-Callender Cable Co.,Inc. ' E. J. GRADY, Mgr. i 
SO! FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,-N.Y. { i 

oe ts 1 tt tt tt tt tt tt tnt tt te at tt tt 

ALUMNI NOTES the subject for the beginner. It is elementary in that it 

(Continued from page 179) does not presuppose any particular knowledge of the field. 

surface on 600 miles, and a calcium chloride treatment on Advanced mathematical methods, however, are introduced 
250 miles. In the complete system 2,900 miles of roadway Wherever it is advisable. Mr. Guillemin is a member of the 
are paved. faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

. se 8 5 3 Henningsen, Earl S., e’12, has been appointed engineer of White, Omar Washburn, ¢’25, is a bridge designer for the ‘ + Montana Highway Commission. His address is: 847-6th Av- oe nine ab finan department of the General Electric 

enue, Helena, Montana. Mr. White has a wife and three ompany: ay penenec vs . . ‘ 3 ¥ " Hansen, Clarence F., m’20, is a refinery engineer with the children who have moved out to Montana with him. 
Pasotex Petroleum Co. at El Paso, Texas. 

a aa Mansfield, Carrol G., e’23, is an assistant underground en- 

ELECTRICALS gineer with the Bureau of Power and Light, Los Angeles. 
Quillemin, Earnest A., e’22, is the author of a book, “Com- Address: 627 N. Plymouth Blvd. 

munication Networks”, just published. According to the Moir, R. C., e’05, was presented with a son, Morley, last 
prospectus, the author has prepared a skillful treatment of September 21. 

ee 

The fellows in your profession actually out on z il 
the job find S| >> Sg Al 

pass fe GON AS Wr 

TAP we 
best for we 

| Accuracy, Durability, and Convenience 
| . _. THELUFKIN fpULe Co. The tape illustrated is very popular, of heavy durable construction. 

... SEND FOR CATALOG ... SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 
ne |
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MECHANICAL ST 
Sogard, Ralph H., m’25, has been appointed assistant super- AES i iv BN 

intendent of buildings and grounds at the University of (3 LARA ARON 
eeoulti ; CEASA Missouri, Columbia. A an ha iid a % \ 

[FX 4 TEASE 
EEBEIS pS CGECO CHEMICAL I | Eee Ze 238 | it 

Ladon, A. A., ch’15, announces his new address as: Mason- ABLOSA See 
. . : > vy as \ZBeG YU) O.W Sa, ite Corporation, 1745 Builder’s Exchange Building, Cleve- VOCAL SSF 
land, Ohio. Ki) a) ay An mee / —_____—. NOTE 

MINERS an Nis 
Goff, Ira N., met eng’28, is director of research for the —— 

Inland Steel Co., at Indiana Harbor. 

Higgins, Arthur K., min’28, is assayer at the Perth Amboy 

plant of the American Smelting & Refining Co. ¢ ) ¢ ) 

Jones, T. Delbert, min’22, Met. Eng. ’29, is metallurgist for | RAINS F R IL ERS 

the American Smelting & Refining Company’s plant at Perth 

Amboy, N. J. A few years ago when a steam power plant underwent 
Lorig, Clarence, min’24, M. S. ’25, Ph. D. ’28, is metall- 7 ‘ 

urgist at the Batelle Memorial Research Institute at Colum- a heavy load demand, grimy firemen would work feverishly 
bus, Ohio. The institute, founded by the Batelles as a mem- to keep pace with the cry for more steam. By their back 
orial to a son killed in the war, is devoted to metallurgical . 
research. The Batelles made the first tin plate in the breaking labor, six men could bring twelve 100 H. P. boilers 

United States. i i bank t fed Uhlig, William F., min’22, is with the Semet-Solvay En- from bank to full load in one hour. Coal and air were fe 

gineering Corporation, New York City. His residence is to the furnaces with little regard to combustion efficiency. 
31 Newfield St., East Orange, N. J. 

SUEEEEEEREIESEEEneee In modern central stations, the conditions are vastly different. 

CLOSE: WORK. The huge pulverized fuel fired boilers need practically no 
Homer Sowl assures his public that the operation of h id wh isped with Bailey A ic Control 

erecting the large vertical pumps in the Riverside pumping gman ‘ard’ when equipped wih Barley: Auromattc: Sentrols 
station is so delicate that the anchor posts are set within As the load changes, the correct speed changes are made 

0.001 inch. It may be so, but it calls for a micrometer. on fans, fuel feeders and pulverizers. A 3000 H. P. boiler 

can be brought from minimum load to full load in less than 
pt tt te tt tt ttt tt ttt 

i i 10 minutes time when necessary. Most important, however, 

P e | Bailey Meter Control constantly maintains highest com- 

antoriu I n Co. i bustion efficiency consistent with economical operation. 

| Modern boilers can think—their brains are the Bailey 

i Meter Control System. 

i i 
; i Write for Bulletin No. 12 

| | 
; BAILEY METER CO. - Cleveland, Ohio 
t e 9 i 

| Madison’ s 
ap 

1 ; @ ‘eran 7F 

| Master Cleaners o¢ 
| | ee 

I ! : 
i i ae a - | = | CC eM i s baa I cI ba I tl 
i ! a 58 Cee eee 
5 i i : i i i 

| ! mca ; ae 

| 
j; 558 State St. Phone B. 1180 [ 

| 21364 Regent St. Phone B. 1182 | , 
| | BAILEY METERS AND CONTROL ON A 1350 LB. PRESSURE BO!'LER 
on et tt tn ee ee
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DEVELOPMENTS IN TIMBER FRAMING 

(Continued from page 173) 

duces the stresses induced in bending the laminae to form. 

& This type of construction has not yet been introduced into 

a the United States, but plans have been made to employ it 

N in one of the buildings of timber construction at the Chicago 

a R G ¢ | S | O Century of Progress Exposition. The fundamentals of the 

ee  aaauawsaaaaaor= laminated arch are not well understood as yet and much 

research work needs to be done before efficient, safe de- 

signs can be worked out. Tests of half-size models will 

The Contour Meas- - probably have to be made before the huge arches contem- 

uring Projector— ta 5 plated for the exposition building can be designed. 
te = = Wig 

= the BECUEASE PEE Lage Lamella Roof Construction 
luction of standard- ae ; ; : 
ized interchangeable = | Because of mass production, large manufacturing units, 

parts. One of the by and the growing use of conveyors in manufacturing as- 

Bausch & Lomb sembly, there is today a growing demand for large and un- 

family of precision _ obstructed floor areas. At the same time social and recrea- 

instrutients forsolv- ig tional requirements have also brought about a demand for 

ing the problems of D : similar accommodations. The lamella roof is particularly 

industry. & suited to this requirement. It makes interesting and ingeni- 

ous use of two simple engineering devices; namely, the arch 

and the triangle. The roof framing is made of relatively 

hl short timbers, varying in section from 2 by 8 inches to 3 by 
: Eat eR OAM 16 inches and in length from 8 to 14 feet, which are bolted 

( OPTICAL COMPANY ‘ 
Fete together to form a network. The lamella roof was in- 

os e vented in Germany about 1923 and has had considerable 
application in that country. It was first introduced into FOR _ 635 ST. PAUL STREET app’ Y: 

ORTHOGON Lense elem did this country in 1925, and patents were taken out by an 

_ a ee American syndicate, which now has branches throughout 

ERR OER, the country. The large number of buildings that have been 
oa “SIN erected with this type of roof are said to have proven uni- 
aaa ed formly satisfactory. Among the principal structures so far 

Vii \ built is the Auditorium at Houston, Texas, in which the 

\ ere ti Democratic National Convention of 1928 was held. 

Frame House Walls 

i Some work done in the residential-building field has given 
ol . quantitative proof of the superior strength, permanence, 

h, \ WAS 5 i 
p iii ie and economy of certain types of wall construction. Tests 

10 w Wy Hi AAA were made at the Forest Products Laboratory on wall panels 
BN 

P 
bn YN 9 feet high and 14 feet long. All the panels were framed 

wg Ye’ of 2 by 4-inch material with vertical studs spaced 16 inches 
Le uf ROEBLING and an upper and a lower plate. To this frame was added 

‘ : = : ¥ 
: ; “BLUE CENTER” STEEL in turn various kinds of bracing, sheathing, lath and plaster, 

\ | | E or combinations of these. A window and a door were 
VIR ROP E framed in some panels while others had no openings. Each 

panel was subjected to a thrust applied at one end of the 

Wire + Wire Rope upper plate while the lower plate was securely held. This 
- Welding Wire - distorting force is equivalent to the racking action that 

. comes upon the east and the west walls, for example, when 
; i Flat Wire - Copper md ; : 

I a wind is blowing against the north or the south wall of a 
' & Insulated Wires rouse: 

\ and Cables : Wire These tests showed that if the exterior walls are sheathed, 
Netting and Cloth. they may be braced most effectively by putting the sheath- 

ing on diagonally and thoroughly nailing it to the studs. 

JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS CO. | Such placement of the sheathing is two to four times as 

oe ae effective as horizontal placement, the exact increase depend- 

4 wanes: va Principal Cities ing upon the size and the arrangement of the openings. 

ar EE (Continued on page 186) 

|
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| 

| saa yas se ae aa 

i a | | POURING BRONZE 
] -  -. f ‘ 

| oo ie pe eee for flawless castings 

| ea oe : - f SCIENTIFIC FOUNDRY practice bul- 

ee fo a i ae | warks Jenkins Valves against the blows 
Cn te e o ae 8 of hard service. Metal is poured at the 

: Ce - Ceo 4 a — mens | proper temperature to assure castings 
ere. Pe) oe ae Pea | free from imperfections . . . Jenkins 
ee Be ie Resuae ie i Valves are manufactured throughout to 
Pg Ls “a Va eo Se eye we provide long-term performance char- 
are ol 1 ee coe ke | acterized by definitely low upkeep. 
P oe ok: UU Send fora booklet descriptive of Jenkins 

: Chee a aot Ne : Valves for any type of building in which 
- ae ees ee | ms aye oe you may be interested. Jenkins Bros., 

a 4 “a en | 80 White St., New York... 524 Atlantic 

a mee bg” og a | Ave., Boston ...133 North 7th St., Phila. 
a. = oe oa) i «++ 646 Washington Blvd., Chicago 
ie — o ee ae | +--1121 No. San Jacinto, Houston... 

Te . Co. aoe — Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal...London, 

BRONZE {RON STEEL 4 

POURING JENKINS VALVE VALVES 24 

BRONZE INTO THE MOLDS : Since 1864 F 

Again people talk excitedly 

of “burning air” 
When a public display of gas lighting was givenin — problem of transportation is solved. Pipe lines 
London in 1802 to celebrate the Peace of Amiens, _crisscrossing the country as numerously as electric 

people talked excitedly of burning air. Napoleon _ power ones are freely predicted. 
called it a grand folly, and Sir Walter Scott wrote -Whathas brought this second greater gas era? Pip- 

that the world was going mad. ing materials! Thanks to these, gas is piped from 

‘Thus was ushered in the era of gas illumination. _ isolated natural gas fields to users everywhere. 

It lasted for 75 years. Then electricity stolethe Wy matter what field of engineering you take up on 

field and the gas giant dozed through a quarter graduation, you will find its future and its growth 
century, used chiefly for kitchen cookery. interwoven with the development of piping mate- 
Now it reawakens in a changed world, to new pos- __ rials. And, as in the past this development has, 

sibilities, greater opportunities. Eighty thousand time after time, been first reflected in the complete 

miles of pipe lines already laid, extensively equipped Crane line, it wi!l pay you to keep in touch with 

with Crane valves and fittings, prove that the old Crane research and Crane materials, 

Valves é& ( R A N E MA Fitsings 

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS 
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 

NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET 

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety-six Cities
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; DEVELOPMENTS IN TIMBER FRAMING 
pial aM | cae [sae a (Continued from page 184) 

a pat ae ERR lel (Fas Le i Further, long, continuous braces let into the faces of the 
Re Cmnio | : a i we studs and thoroughly nailed to them will increase the 
ka | iy gees Bice ff ence rigidity of a horizontally-sheathed wall to such an extent 

; = — = that it will compare favorably with a diagonally-sheathed 
wall. Braces cut on a bevel and nailed in between the studs 

‘ are not so effective as continuous braces. If used at all 
Achievements corners, however, and made as long as the let-in braces, 

they will increase the rigidity of a horizontally-sheathed 
Allis-Chalmers has an unparalleled record in the wall about 50 per cent. So-called “bridge” or “herringbone” 
introduction of new Processes, the development of bracing placed at mid-story height fails to increase the new machines, the establishment of world's records oo oo 
for size or capacity of machinery, for its economy rigidity of a wall to an extent that would justify the ex- 
or for efficiency of operation. pense of putting it in’ for this purpose. 

The fact that these achievements are not confined Lath and plaster is more rigid than any type of sheathing 
to a single line of product or a single industry, but or sheathing and bracing. Under normal conditions plaster 

to a great variety of equipment reach- may furnish all the rigidity required for most purposes, As 
ing in some form: almost ‘every: in- he plaster begins to crack from shrinkage, settlement, or lM, dustry makes the records still more the plaste: & ee age, . > 

PO outstanding. other causes, however, the rigidity of the sheathing comes 
(AC: f Allis-Chal more and more into play. Thus, in violent winds or earth- 
Cea i Fyocsnts © ae Tarte cus quakes, it is the sheathing and the bracing that become all- 

\) Ges ond OT Ensines, Condensers Centriuae Punts, important in preventing complete destruction. Logically, 
Generator Trosfonmers, Switchgear ~ Mins’ too, slightly more bracing than that needed to resist ordi- 

tree Holts, fiber Pressing: Machinerys nary distorting forces will, in the long run, more than pay 
a ey Nil Machinery, Textope Dives) for itself through diminishing, if not entirely eliminating, 

Agricultural Machinery. maintenance costs that result from the structure getting out 
of alignment. 

Research of this nature represents a worthwhile contribu- 
tion to the art of timber framing. Possibly funds will ulti- 

pe, | mately be available with which to extend this work to 
ws te ng | include’ roof construction, floor construction, general framing 
] around openings, and all other integral parts that enter into 

| a strong, rigid, and lasting frame structure. 
i ee 
i L tt ft ENGINEERING SOCIETY CONVENTION 
| e ercra | (Continued from page 175) 
| (| the purchasing power of the mass of the population through 
| ! high wages. 

| ! “The machine order was never more efficient than in 
| ! | 1929,” stated Dr. Frank, “but the economic order found 
| | itself swamped by that efficiency.” 

| | % * * * 
I | Prof. D. D. Lescohier, chairman of the state unemploy- 
| .. Dance Programs a | ment commission, told the convention that the present social 
| Bivoraved Stationery | organization faces a critical test in its handling of the un- 
| 8 | employment problem. It must assure jobs to those willing 
| | to work or there will be a change in the social organization. 

! | The railroads, according to Mr. A. R. McDonald, member 
! peeeeees | of the Wisconsin Railroad Commission, have lost much of 
! their passenger business and are facing loss of freight traffic. 
| # | They have been hit hard and spurred to action. They are 
| ' trying to develop new services, new traffic. and new 

i 725 University Avenue = || emmies soko ee 
| | PHONE F. 3431 The surveyor-witness is classed as an expert, according to 

| Adolph Kanneberg, and is permitted to testify as to 
De i matters of opinion.
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OTT CE NEN sea ~ ESS 
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The ears that collided 

on purpose- 

for a laboratory test! 

Crash! A flat car loaded with reels of cable slams into a standing 

a ii 
SS freight train. A movie camera grinds away. Watching intently is a 

af fs aa Nar wae 

intelli ndi ki group of men — Western Electric engineers . . . What did such a test 

no eye could. 

Per Pat 
show? Just this—that the new steel reel for telephone cable does not Ty | 

fal ee 
ae IN 

break under severe impacts — and the old style reel may . .. The stag- eas 4 

Changinga famil- 

ing of this collision is just one more evidence of Western Electric’s pele 

Wi : ri never-ending quest for certainty ... It is a part, too, of a policy 

ra | 
k > | | of giving new ideas a thorough trial—a policy which enables Western 

Always open 
new ideas and 
better methods. Electric to meet its ever growing responsibilities in the Bell System. 

Manufacturers... Purchasers... Distributors 

SINCE 1882 FOR il” BELL SYSTEM
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ta ttt ata | fatten 
I in ; | “Come in and browse” Lt] 
| an | | || PROTECT | SLIDE-RULES | | | All K. & E. types. I |] I ye i; Your Future Income | 
| if ! Waterproof Ink an | 

Higgins — in all colors. ty Through 
2 

! | | 
? | 1} | . { | Paper and Folders | | The New York Life | All kinds and grades. vl 

| { Insurance Co. 
i Rebate checks with every i | i | i purchase—Good any time. i | i 

| | on | — | . 
| Lot ; | BROWN’S |) | ili F. L. Sapora 
| I} i Special Representative ! | BOOK SHOP |) P 
| CORNER STATE AND LAKE | | Badger 312 Badger 7255 ! 
! ti ! Feet et nt ttt tt tt tt at ttt tt htt at | 0 en 9 th tt th emt hn 

\ X J HEN you buy printing, you expect it to serve f 
a purpose . . . to pay a profit above its E 

cost. In other words, it is an investment from which 
you have a right to expect dividends. Your printing 
can do this only if it is designed and planned to serve 
the purpose for which it is intended . . . and to 
serve this purpose, it should be the finest kind and 
gtade of printing you can buy . . . always keep'ng 
in mind its purpose rather than its cost. . 

| 
i ED sa SIN 

L ISCON ——$_$—$$$$—$— Bess compa 

—AADISON
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| DYNAMITE clears the way for modern engineering wonders! 

ee a ee 

How DYNAMITE was used in —~ — =—ti‘—S™S 
° 7 ° _ ete “eee, ~—sese 

the construction of the world’s ~~ | “ii _ 
7 7° suman’ is _ 

tallest building | ios _ oer af 

: 5 ae 

A NEW giant skyscraper now looks down on a soi : 

New York’s magnificent skyline. It is the / : 

Empire State Building ... and its topmost peak : aso. 

towers 1248 feet above the earth! : oy 

It is the newest engineering marvel. Architects, _ - = mec a ‘i 

engineers, steel workers, riveters shared in its Lo Career 

making. But one mighty ally ... DYNAMITE . > bin ‘ 
. . . was first on the scene to do its powerful bit. a ee en °” 2) 

a ae es ca 
Working efficiently, quickly, Dynamite blasted | gag ta ees = eae 

out solid rock so that the great foundation, 75 feet 5 Ae ei te colt 
eo c |e aC o* seme s 

below the earth, might be placed. Thirteen thousand  ,gagiiaad i ee at “a 
: : Cae Bev enaee fae Sts 25, 

pounds of du Pont Dynamite was used on the job. ae Sra Or Poi. 
ens BR tr) es allan 

Skyscrapers...tunnels... bridges... highways RRM ee alien wn 
: eel De ee 

... dams... reservoirs ... these and numerous ‘es a tt Dey a a 

other engineering wonders are made possible ied ooo tl eee ly ; 

through the aid of Dynamite. bled oe od ; ys 
. ‘ aun nny ees 4 ees 

| If you would like to learn more about explosives Re aanetMdad ie q Re P| 
. ‘i Lane Heid Sy eee 

| and how to use them... if you want to learn ot aa Pt Todas oof ea » 
. . . . a id cs : 

today for tomorrow’s jobs . . . simply write direct i ak ees sg Pe } 

| to the du Pont Company for full information. ch 7, tae Sig. “pie pet 
ey ad Oa en 2 
Lod er) as 

You will receive a copy of The Blasters’ Handbook, - 

which contains a great deal of the vast knowledge 
of the explosives gained by the du Pont Company 

in 129 years of making and testing explosives. 

This book is used in the classrooms and libraries REG. US. PAT.OFF 

of leading technical institutions. Your copy is 

fre, Write fri EXPLOSIVES 
E. 1. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc. EXPLOSIVES DEPT. WILMINGTON, DEL. 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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Light is the first of painters. ee wea ae Ce A Oe | . — EMERSON fue Bec as ee Gln ace Ga ae! | 

ae 
A UP in Neti : 

i BUILDINGS 
re 

ee io Wk | fy Sous a 

A in Which ee ll ES 
mee (ie eae hae A >= => 1 nes | 

E You Take Pride Ei = | a ec © == SS ee phe 
Sea ers aa): == == ee 

- N THE CAMPUS, where class buildings [aaa = 2 ee 

ee and memorial structures are so often a — ——s— (ss 

eo distinguished by their noble form, flood- REE ra = SS 

CS lighting equipment serves to prolong the === {= 3 i SSS Se Sa / has SS Sg i BPR ; enjoyment of their beauty and to enhance == SSS Re ya oe ee 

: pride in the institution, » » Such an 3 BN apr 

joe | R/S ee : application is made for the new 165-foot ae est . sa aes ‘4 ; 
A eee & teal] Sse fa Ty 
Sauer ne ore | bee | We ieee | : campanile at South Dakota State — mag- vg [rel Te ee 
ede ee of “¢, . Se es i nificent gift of an alumnus. Electrically SS SS eS See 

operated chimes sound the hours and ——— i ee 
Drawing of the Coughlin Campanile at South Dakota State College, are heard in concerts. At night, shafts of Brookings, S. D. Perkins and McWayne, architects 

light from General Electric floodlighting projectors effect a picture of superb beauty 

done in the school colors and white. From the air, the tower is identified by the 

beam from a G-E airway beacon surmounting the floodlighted dome. » » Thus, 

G-E equipment plays its part in promoting progress and fine appreciation. Back of 

every G-E product is an organization in which college-trained men are largely | 

responsible for the planning, production, and distribution. : 

95-767DH 4 

G ENER A LE L E ¢ TR 1c COM PA NY, _ Ss CH ENECTADY, NEW YORK i] 
aa $$ ___ A | 

; 
me ee : 

a 
| 

| | 
| : he ae eae rcron areal ee ee : RE ee Bee |
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